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TABLE OF CONTENTS SOME NOTES BEFORE YOU BEGIN:

ASSEMBLE THE KIT ON A LARGE, FLAT SURFACE. 

WOOD GLUE, A RAZOR SAW, AND 
COUNTERWEIGHT MATERIAL (2.2KG OR 5LBS) 
ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE CLOCK.

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY, 
IDENTIFYING THE PIECES FOR EACH 
STEP USING THE ILLUSTRATIONS AND 
IDENTIFICATION MARKINGS.

HAVE FUN!
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FINAL ASSEMBLY -
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DAMAGED OR MISSING PARTS?
email: service@abong.com
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IDLER WHEEL
Page 4

PARTS LIST

HOUR WHEEL
Page 4

TIME SET WHEEL
Page 5

ESCAPE WHEEL
Page 5

(B) IDLER GEAR

4 ALIGNMENT PINS
THESE PINS ARE SUPPLIED IN A 
SMALL GREEN BUNDLE.

3 ALIGNMENT PINS

2 ALIGNMENT PINS

(D) HOUR GEAR

(E) HOUR WHEEL FRONT 
SPACER (¼” PLYWOOD)

(H) TIME SET GEAR

(M) ESCAPE GEAR

(N) ESCAPE WHEEL FRONT 
SPACER

(L) ESCAPE WHEEL PINION

(K) ESCAPE WHEEL SPACERS

(I) TIME SET WHEEL FRONT 
SPACER

(G) TIME SET WHEEL BACK 
SPACER

(J) TIME SET PINION

(F) HOUR WHEEL BACK SPACER 
(3⁄8” HARDWOOD)

(C) IDLER PINION

4 
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1 Sand the front and back face of 
each laser cut part to remove any 
residue left by the laser cutting 
process.

4 Press a long axle into the center 
hole of the wheel jig (A). Use the 
supplied axle square tool (T1) to 
ensure the axle is mounted square 
to the jig. Test it on the three lines 
marked on the jig. 

2 Gently sand each tooth, removing 
any sharp edges, ridges, or roughness 
without altering the shape of the 
gear. The time spent on this step will 
save frustration later.

3 Using the supplied pencil, apply 
graphite to each gear tooth as 
shown.

PREPARE THE PARTS

WHEEL JIG

PREPARE THE PARTS

Note: Standard pencil “lead” is 
made of graphite, an excellent 
lubricant for wood.

Important Note: The wheel jig will be 
used later on the backing plate. Keep 
it free of glue!
For the following steps, ensure no 
glue gets on or near the axle hole. 
If you accidently get glue on the 
axle immediately remove all parts 
and wipe the affected areas with a 
damp cloth. Wait until everything is 
thoroughly dry before continuing.

Helpful Tip: Cutting a small hole in 
a piece of wax paper or parchment 
paper and place it on the jig before 
beginning to glue parts together 
can prevent glue from accidentally 
bonding the gears to the jig.

(R) REWIND RATCHET

(S) REWIND PAWLS

(U) SPOOL SPACER

(W) REWIND SPOOL

(Y) MINUTE WHEEL PINION

(Z) MINUTE WHEEL FRONT 
SPACER

9 ALIGNMENT PINS

(Q) REWIND 
RATCHET 
HOUSING

(P)MINUTE GEAR

(V) REWIND 
SPOOL FACE(Q1) REWIND 

RATCHET
HOUSING BASE

(X) REWIND 
THUMBWHEEL

MINUTE WHEEL
Page 6

(T) REWIND 
RATCHET 

HOUSING COVER
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5 Place the idler gear (B) marked 
side up on the jig. Insert the 
alignment pins as shown, and apply 
glue to the marked area. Place the 
idler pinion (C) using the alignment 
pins, marked side down.

8 The completed idler gear is 
shown.

11 Remove the hour wheel 
assembly from the axle, flip it over, 
and place it face side down on the 
jig.  Apply glue to the hour wheel 
back spacer (F) as indicated. 

6 Press it firmly onto the gear face.

9 Place the hour gear (D) face side 
up on the jig, apply glue as indicated, 
and place the hour wheel front spacer 
(E) using the axle as a guide.

12 Using the axle as a guide, press 
the hour wheel back spacer firmly 
onto the gear face.

7 Allow the glue to dry before 
removing it from the jig. Trim the 
alignment pins flush and sand the 
gear face smooth.

10 Press the hour wheel front 
spacer firmly onto the gear face. 
Allow the glue to dry.

13 Allow the glue to dry before 
removing the finished hour wheel 
assembly from the jig.

IDLER WHEEL

HOUR WHEELHOUR WHEEL

Reminder: Do not get any glue on 
the axles! 
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14 Place the time set back spacer 
(G) on the jig, insert the alignment 
pins, and apply glue.  Place the 
time set gear (H) face up on the jig, 
and press it firmly into place on the 
spacer. Ensure it is sitting level with 
the jig, and apply glue as indicated.

17 Apply glue to the time set wheel 
front spacer (I) as shown, and press 
it into place on the time set gear 
face.

20 Apply glue as indicated to the 
escape wheel pinion (L), and press 
it on to the escape wheel assembly, 
marked side down.

15 Place the time set pinion (J) 
marked side down over the alignment 
pins, and press it firmly into place. 
Double check that the time set gear is 
level with the jig.

18 Allow the glue to dry before 
removing the finished time set gear 
from the jig.

21 Apply glue to the area indicated 
on the escape spacer (K) and press it 
onto the escape wheel pinion.

16 Trim the alignment pins flush 
and sand the gear face smooth.

19 Place the escape wheel front 
spacer (N) marked side up, insert 
two alignment pins, and apply glue. 
Press the escape wheel (M) marked 
side down onto the spacer. Apply 
glue to one of the escape spacers (K) 
and press it onto the escape gear.

22 Allow the glue to dry, trim the 
alignment pins flush, and sand the 
spacer face smooth.

TIME SET WHEEL

ESCAPE WHEEL

TIME SET WHEEL

ESCAPE WHEEL

22
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23 Apply glue to the rewind 
ratchet (R) and spool spacer (U) as 
shown. Press three alignment pins 
into the rewind ratchet, and then 
press the spool spacer onto the 
rewind ratchet. Allow the glue to 
dry.

26 Glue the ratchet housing (Q) 
onto the ratchet housing base (Q1) 
marked side up, using the alignment 
pins as a guide.

29 Apply glue to rim of the 
ratchet housing (Q) as shown. Apply 
glue sparingly to the alignment pin 
holes in the ratchet housing cover 
(T), and press it on to the minute 
wheel assembly.

24 Use the supplied pencil to color 
the interior area of the rewind ratchet 
base (Q1).

27 Place the rewind ratchet 
assembly into the rewind housing.

30 Trim the outer six alignment 
pins flush with the housing and sand 
it smooth

25 Sand the back face of the 
minute hand (P) smooth. Place it 
marked face down on the wheel jig. 
Glue in the alignment pins, wiping 
any excess glue before it dries.
Glue the ratchet housing base (Q1) 
in place over the alignment pins, 
marked side up.

28 Sand the 3 pawls (S) so they 
are slightly thinner than the ratchet 
housing and place them exactly as 
shown, ensuring they move freely.

31 Apply glue to the area indicated 
on the rewind spool face (V), and 
press it on to the minute wheel 
assembly. 

MINUTE WHEEL

VIEW FROM TOP

Important Note: Do not glue! Important Note: Do not glue!

Important Note: Do not trim the 
three ratchet assembly alignment 
pins yet!

Reminder: Do not get any glue on 
the axles! 

MINUTE WH
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PALLETS AND CRUTCH

32 Tie the counterweight cord to 
one of the alignment pins. Apply 
glue to the rewind spool (W) and 
rewind thumbwheel (X) as shown 
and press them into place.

35 The finished minute wheel is 
shown.

38 Place the pallets onto the 
wheel assembly jig marked side 
down, and glue an alignment pin 
and the pallet arm (AB) into place as 
shown.

33 Wrapping counter-clockwise, 
wind the conterweight cord onto the 
spool, and use an elastic to keep it 
in place for now. Trim the alignment 
pins flush with the thumbwheel and 
sand the surface smooth.

36 Use sandpaper to gently 
remove any laser residue from the 
pallet (AA) working faces as shown. 
Do not alter the shape or angle of the 
pallet faces.

39 When the glue has dried, attach 
the crutch (AC) to the pallet arm 
by gluing a peg in place as shown. 
Leave a gap under the head of the 
peg roughly half the thickness of the 
crutch, to ensure it can move easily.

34 Flip the minute wheel 
assembly over on the jig, and glue 
the minute wheel pinion (Y) and 
minute wheel front spacer (Z) into 
place as shown.

37 Use the pencil to apply 
graphite to the working faces.

40 Trim the alignment pin and 
peg flush as shown.

PALLETS AND CRUTCH

PARTS LIST

(AA) PALLETS

1 ALIGNMENT PIN

(AB) PALLET ARM

(AC) CRUTCH

PALLETS AND CRUTCH
Page 7
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46. The completed faceplate is 
shown.

45. Once the glue has dried, trim 
the alignment pins flush, and sand 
the surface smooth.

44. Apply glue to the areas 
indicated. Using the alignment pins, 
assemble the faceplate, and position 
the decorative caps as shown.

43. The completed 
counterweight pulley is shown.

42. Allow the glue to dry and trim 
the alignment pins flush as shown.

41. Apply glue to the marked 
area of both pulley flanges (AS). 
Place one piece marked side up on 
the wheel assembly jig, insert two 
alignment pins, and then assemble 
the pulley core (AR) and the second 
flange (AS).

COUNTERWEIGHT 
PULLEY

FACEPLATEFACEPLATE

PARTS LIST

ALSO REQUIRED:
ADJUSTMENT 
SCREW

PENDULUM
Page 9

COUNTERWEIGHT PULLY
Page 8

FACEPLATE
Page 8

(AL) MINUTE HAND

(AH) BOB CONNECTOR
(AG) DOWEL CONNECTORS
(AE) UPPER PENDULUM

(AF) PENDULUM BOB
(AD) PENDULUM JOINERS

PENDULUM DOWELS

(AJ) HOUR HAND

(AK) SECOND HAND

(AM) DECORATIVE CAP (RIGHT)

(AN) DECORATIVE CAPS (LEFT)

2 ALIGNMENT PINS

3 ALIGNMENT PINS

(AS) PULLEY FLANGES

(AR) PULLEY CORE
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55. Apply glue to the finial and 
use it to plug the hole in the bottom 
cap.

54. When the glue has dried, 
fill the counterweight through the 
hole in the bottom cap. Use BBs, 
metal shot, or small fishing weight to 
achieve a minimum weight of 2.2kg 
(5lbs).

53. Using a generous amount of 
glue, join the upper and lower caps 
to the counterweight tube.

52. Apply glue to the pulley 
mounts (AT) and centering rings 
(AQ) as indicated. Using the rings 
marked on the upper cap (AO) and 
lower cap (AP) as a guide, assemble 
the counterweight upper and lower 
cap assemblies.

51. Glue the pendulum bob to the 
remaining free dowel end. Ensure the 
joiners, upper pendulum and bob all 
lay flat, with the markings facing up.

50. Use the pendulum joiners 
to connect the remaining two 
pendulum dowels as shown.

49. Glue one of the pendulum 
dowels into the upper pendulum as 
shown.

48. The assembled component 
parts are shown.

47. Apply glue to the dowel 
connectors (AG) and pendulum bob 
connectors (AH) and assemble the 
upper pendulum, pendulum bob, 
and pendulum joiners as shown.

PENDULUM

COMPLETETED PENDULUM

COUNTERWEIGHT(X2)

PENDULUM

(X2)
51

COUNTERWEIGHT

COUNTERWEIGHT ALSO REQUIRED:

COUNTERWEIGHT TUBE

2.2KG COUNTERWEIGHT 
MATERIAL (NOT INCLUDED)

FINIAL

(AO) TOP CAP (AP) BOTTOM 
CAP

(AQ) CENTERING RINGS
(AT) PULLEY 

BLOCKS

not to scale
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58. The completed time set 
slider is shown.

57. When the glue has dried, trim 
the alignment pin flush, and sand the 
surface smooth.

56. Apply glue to the time set 
slider (AX) and the slider button 
(BC). Insert an alignment pin, 
leaving a gap of roughly half the 
thickness of the slider button.

TIME SET SLIDER

PARTS LIST

BASEPLATE
Page 11

TIME SET SLIDER
Page 10

(BC) SLIDER BUTTON

(AU) BASEPLATE

(BB) TIME SET SLIDER 
HOUSING COVER

(AV-AW) TIME SET SLIDER 
HOUSING (LEFT AND RIGHT)

(AY) PENDULUM STANDOFF

(AZ) PENDULUM ANCHOR

(BA) PENDULUM CAP

(A) WHEEL JIG/BACKPLATE

1 ALIGNMENT PIN

7 ALIGNMENT PINS

(AX) TIME SET SLIDER
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59. Apply glue to the baseplate 
(AU) and pendulum standoff (AY) as 
shown. Using alignment pins, install 
the left time set slider housing (AV), 
the right time set slider housing 
(AW) and the pendulum anchor 
(AZ).

62. Place the time set slider (AX) 
into the housing, and ensure it can 
move smoothly back and forth.

65. Remove the long dowel from 
the wheel jig. Insert alignment pins 
into the backing plate (A) and apply 
glue as indicated.

60. Once the glue has dried, trim 
the alignment pins flush, and sand 
the surface smooth.

63. Apply glue as indicated, and 
install the time set slider housing 
cover (BB). Ensure the time set slider 
can still move easily.

66. Assemble the backing plate to 
the base plate, and when the glue has 
dried, trim the alignment pins flush.

61. Apply glue as indicated, and 
insert the alignment pin for the time 
set slider, and install the pendulum 
cap (BA) as shown.

64. Trim the alignment pin flush, 
and sand the surface smooth.

67. The base plate is now ready 
for the axles to be installed.

BASE PLATEBASE PLATE

66

Helpful tip: Double check the diagram on page 
10 to ensure the notch on the pendulum anchor 
is oriented correctly.
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68. Use tool T2 as a gauge to size 
the axles. Each of the axles should 
slip through the hole in the gauge 
without binding or wiggling. If an 
axle cannot easily pass through, 
resize it as follows.

69. Fold a piece of sandpaper 
over the axle and twirl the axle 
while working it in and out. Ensure 
the entire length of the axle is sized 
equally by working from both ends.

71. Mark a medium axle using this image as a guide. 
Be sure to mark an arrow on one end as indicated.

73. Use the square tool (T2) to ensure the axle is 
inserted perpendicular to the base plate. Test from several 
angles.

70. Continue sizing each axle 
until they slip through the gauge.

72. Apply glue to the marked end of the axle, and 
insert it arrow side down into the base plate up to the 
first line as indicated.

74. Apply glue to the area indicated and slide one of 
the long spacers onto the axle, aligning it with the marks 
as shown.

SIZING THE AXLES

INSTALLING THE 
PALLET AXLE

SCALE 1:1

PARTS LIST
SPACERS

SHORT AXLES

MEDIUM AXLES

LONG AXLES
WASHERS
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75. Use the pencil to apply a generous coat of 
graphite to the top of the spacer and axle between the 
marks as shown.

77. Apply glue to the marked end of the axle, and 
insert it arrow side down into the base plate up to the first 
line as indicated.

79. Apply glue to a flat washer as indicated and place 
it at the base of the axle.

76. Mark a medium axle using this image as a guide. 
Be sure to mark an arrow on one end as indicated.

78. Use the square tool (T2) to ensure the axle is 
inserted perpendicular to the base plate. Test from 
several angles.

80. Use the pencil to apply a generous coat of 
graphite to the top of the washer and the axle up to the 
mark as shown.

SCALE 1:1

INSTALLING THE 
ESCAPE WHEEL AXLE

Important Note: The axles must 
be sized correctly for the clock to 
run. If they are too large, friction 
will cause the clock to stop. If they 
are under-sized, the gears will not 
mesh properly and will bind.
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81. Mark a medium axle using this image as a guide. 
Be sure to mark an arrow on one end as indicated.

83. Use the square tool (T2) to ensure the axle is 
inserted perpendicular to the base plate. Test from several 
angles.

85. Mark a long axle using this image as a guide. Be 
sure to mark an arrow on one end as indicated.

82. Apply glue to the marked end of the axle, and 
insert it arrow side down into the base plate up to the 
first line as indicated.

84. Use the pencil to apply a generous coat of 
graphite between the marks on the axle as shown.

86. Apply glue to the marked end of the axle, and 
insert it arrow side down into the base plate up to the 
first line as indicated.

INSTALLING THE TIME 
SET WHEEL AXLE

INSTALLING THE 
IDLER AXLE

SCALE 1:1

SCALE 1:1
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87. Use the square tool (T2) to ensure the axle is 
inserted perpendicular to the base plate. Test from several 
angles.

89. Use the pencil to apply a generous coat of 
graphite to the top of the spacer and axle between the 
marks as shown.

91. Apply glue to the marked end of the axle, and 
insert it arrow side down into the base plate up to the 
first line as indicated.

88. Apply glue to the area indicated and slide one of 
the long spacers onto the axle, aligning it with the marks 
as shown.

90. Mark a long axle using this image as a guide. Be 
sure to mark an arrow on one end as indicated.

92. Use the square tool (T2) to ensure the axle is 
inserted perpendicular to the base plate. Test from 
several angles.

INSTALLING THE 
MINUTE WHEEL AXLE

SCALE 1:1
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95. Mark a long axle using this image as a guide. Be 
sure to mark an arrow on one end as indicated.

97. Use the square tool (T2) to ensure the axle is 
inserted perpendicular to the base plate. Test from several 
angles.

94. Use the pencil to apply a generous coat of 
graphite to the top of the washer and up to the mark 
on the axle as shown.

96. Apply glue to the marked end of the axle, and 
insert it arrow side down into the base plate up to the 
first line as indicated.

98. Apply glue to the area indicated and slide one of 
the long spacers onto the axle, aligning it with the marks 
as shown.

93. Apply glue to a flat washer as indicated and place 
it at the base of the axle.

INSTALLING THE 
HOUR WHEEL AXLE

SCALE 1:1
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104. The completed base plate is shown.

99. Use the pencil to apply a generous coat of 
graphite to the top of the spacer and axle between the 
marks as shown.

101. Apply glue to the marked end of the axle, and 
insert it arrow side down into the base plate up to the first 
line as indicated.

103. Apply glue to the area indicated and slide one of 
the long spacers onto the axle, aligning it with the marks 
as shown.

100. Mark a short axle using this image as a guide. Be 
sure to mark an arrow on one end as indicated.

102. Apply glue to the area indicated and slide one of 
the long spacers onto the axle, aligning it with the marks 
as shown.

INSTALLING THE 
PENDULUM ANCHOR

SCALE 1:1
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105. Place the completed escape wheel on the escape 
wheel axle and spin it in the direction shown. If the 
wheel slows down quickly or comes to a sudden stop, the 
bearing hole in the wheel will need to be smoothed out.

107. Replace the escape wheel and spin it again. Repeat 
the process until the wheel spins well and gradually slows 
to a smooth stop.

109. Repeat the steps above for the idler wheel.

106. Tightly roll a small piece of sandpaper rough side 
out, and twist it in to the axle hole as shown, removing 
residue left by the laser cutting process and any rough 
edges left during assembly.

108. Repeat the steps above for the time set wheel.

110. Repeat the steps above for the minute wheel.

TUNING THE WHEELSTUNING THE WHEE
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116. The completed counterweight is shown.

111. Repeat the steps above for the hour wheel.

113. Ensure the pulley spins smoothly on the axle. If the 
wheel slows down quickly or comes to a sudden stop, the 
bearing hole in the wheel will need to be smoothed out 
using rolled sandpaper as with the wheels.

115. Allow the glue to dry, and trim the axle flush to the 
pulley block. Sand the surface smooth.

112. Mark a short axle using the diagram above as a 
guide. Be sure to mark an arrow on one end as indicated, 
and apply a coat of graphite to the shaded area using the 
pencil

114. Apply glue to one end of the axle and the 
opposite pulley block as shown. Install the pulley onto 
the counterweight.

INSTALLING THE 
COUNTERWEIGHT PULLEY
NSTALLING THE 

COUNTERWEIGHT PULLEY

COUNTERWEIGHT PULLEY
AXLE DIAGRAM

Important Note: This technique prevents glue from 
coming into contact with the pulley.

SCALE 1:1
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117. Install the hour wheel and minute wheel on their 
axles, and spin the minute wheel quickly in the direction 
shown. The wheels should turn easily, and glide to a 
smooth stop.

119. Using sandpaper, begin by removing a small 
amount of material at the root of the gear closest to the 
mark, and one adjacent tooth on either side. Reinstall the 
wheels and spin again.

121. If the gears still stop abruptly, use the sandpaper 
to remove a small amount of material from the tip of the 
nearest teeth as shown. Reinstall the wheels and spin 
again. Repeat these steps until the gears are running 
smoothly.

118. If the wheels stop abruptly at any point, lightly 
mark the large gear with a pencil at the point the gears 
meet. Check the pinion (small gear) for any obvious 
rough edges or debris, and wipe it away. 

120. If the gears still stop abruptly, use the sandpaper 
to remove a small amount of material from the back face 
of the nearest tooth as shown. Reinstall the wheels and 
spin again. 

122. Repeat these steps for the minute wheel and idler 
wheel pair as shown.

MATCHING 
THE GEAR SETS

Important Note: Always make adjustments to the larger 
gear, in the order indicated.

MATCHING 
THE GEAR SETS

PENCIL MARK
BACK FACE OF TOOTH

REMOVE SPARINGLY

RO
TATIO

N

RO
TATIO

N

PENCIL MARK

PENCIL MARK
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123. Repeat these steps for the idler wheel and time set 
wheel pair as shown.

125. Install the pallets and crutch and the time set 
wheel.

127. Install the minute wheel.

124. Repeat these steps for the idler wheel and escape 
wheel pair as shown.

126. Install the escape wheel and the idler wheel

128. Install the hour wheel.

ASSEMBLING THE 
CLOCK
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129. Install the faceplate.

131. Install the pendulum on its anchor, and use the 
remaining peg to attach the crutch to the pendulum. 
Leave a gap of approximately half the thickness of the 
crutch under the head of the peg to allow free movement.

133. Set the pendulum in motion. 
The clock is complete. Congratulations!

130. Prepare the wall for two #8x1.5” wood screws 
or equivalent using the template provided. The holes 
should be as level as possible.  Firmly mount the clock to 
the wall.

132. Tie a 1.5” (35mm) loop in the end of the 
counterweight cord. Pass the cord through the pulley 
and hook the loop onto the counterweight anchor as 
shown. 

MEASURE 6’-0” (1.8 M) FROM FLOOR

*See Template at top of page. Scale 1:1.
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135. Turn the thumbwheel behind 
the minute face counterclockwise 
until all but 16” (400mm) of cord 
remains. 

137. SETTING THE TIME - Remove 
the counterweight by unhooking 
the cord from the counterweight 
anchor as shown, and remove the 
counterweight.

139. Turn the minute wheel 
clockwise until the correct time has 
been set.

136. Pass the cord through the 
pulley and hook the loop onto the 
counterweight anchor as shown. 
Set the pendulum in motion.

138. Move the time set slider into 
the up position as shown. Push the 
time set wheel back against the 
baseplate. 

140. Pull the time set wheel forward against the 
faceplate, and move the time set slider into the down 
position as shown.

134. REWINDING THE CLOCK 
- Remove the counterweight by 
unhooking the cord from the 
counterweight anchor as shown, 
and remove the counterweight.

141. Pass the cord through the pulley and hook the 
loop onto the counterweight anchor as shown. Set the 
pendulum in motion.
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143. If the clock is running too fast, loosen the 
adjustment screw to slow it down.

142. ADJUSTING THE SPEED - If the clock is running 
too slow, tighten the adjustment screw to speed it up.

Tuning your clock

You’ve assembled your clock with great care, following the instructions to the letter. All of the wheels spin smoothly 
on their axles, and each gear seems to mesh smoothly with the next one in the train. The weight is wound, the 
pendulum hangs true. You take a deep breath, and swing the pendulum for the first time... “Tick,,,” it stops.
Surely this must be some mistake. You nudge the pendulum. “Tock... Tick... Tock...” You are overjoyed! “Tick...” it 
stops again. Your heart sinks.
Welcome to the “joys” of tuning your clock. The good news is that once you have the clock running, it will tend to 
continue running with very little interference.

 o Wind the clock if it has wound down.

 o Check that the pendulum is seated in its groove, and not rubbing against the wall or any clock 
components. It should swing freely in a straight line.

 o Ensure each gear is situated on the correct axle, using the guide pins and corresponding marks on the 
base as a reference.

 o Check that none of the gears are touching the clock baseplate or faceplate, and that the faces of 
adjacent gears have at least 1/16” (1.5mm) clearance at all times.

 o Weigh your counterweight. It should weigh 1.8-2kg. If it is less than this, getting the clock running will be 
challenging.

 o Double check that each gear twirls easily on its axle without wobbling. Sand the axle, and reapply a little 
pencil to the axle if the gear seems to stick or slow quickly.

 o Recheck that each pair of gears meshes smoothly. Remove all the gears but the two being tested and 
twirl them the same way they will turn on the clock. If they bind, wipe the gear faces a second time with 
sandpaper, being careful not to change the shape of the tooth. Using the pencil, apply some graphite to 
the edge of each gear tooth. Repeat until each pair turns smoothly and quietly.

 o Wipe the flat (driving) edges of the escape wheel and the pallets with sandpaper, again being very 
careful not to alter the shape of the teeth. Apply pencil to all the mating edges.


